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ENG-MD-14-682

Mega Deal Engineered European Rustic Oak Flooring 14mm x 150mm Natural Brushed
UV Oiled
With lively streaks, knots and grain markings, this pale toned natural oak floor would make a gorgeous addition to any home.
Ideal for any sized room, as its light tones have a remarkable space-enhancing effect, so you can make your bigger rooms feel
bigger and your smaller rooms feel more spacious in an instant. Create a laid-back look you’ll never want to leave, with an enhanced
rustic appeal giving it a cosy cottage feel. Specifically constructed with the needs of a busy home in mind, this floor Is crafted from
the finest European Oak with a robust 3mm real oak wear layer.
Brushed and coated with an oiled UV finish to preserve its authentic appeal and create a comfortable feeling underfoot. Complete
with clever click technology, making for the perfect DIY project, you could have your new floor fitted in no time.

Product Details

Installation
Fully bonded:

Yes

Floated on underlay:

Yes

Over underfloor heating:

Yes, Water Systems up to 27 °C

Code:

ENG-MD-14-682

Brand:

Mega Deal

Construction:

Engineered Multi-Ply

Surface:

Brushed

Profile:

Click System

Technical

Edge profile:

Bevelled on 4 sides

Max size of sound knots:

Acceptable without limit

Thickness:

14mm

Max size of broken knots:

50mm diameter

Width:

150mm

Sapwood:

Acceptable up to 50% of the board

Length:

300mm–1200mm

Filler & colour variation:

Allowed

Coverage per pack:

1.44m2

Small cracks:

Acceptable up to 7mm wide &
200mm long

Inner bark:

Allowed

Origin of timber:

Europe

Layers of Lacquer / Oil

5

Warranty
Residential:

N/A

Commercial:

N/A
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